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Amid the murky floodwaters after Hurricane Katrina, officials in New Orleans struggled to piece together what went wrong.

By Aug. 31, 2005, nearly 80 percent of the city was underwater. Federal levees yielded to the torrent, drenching state

highways, knocking over municipal utility poles and filling city basements. With problems at every level of government, city

managers desperately needed information to coordinate ambulances, temporary housing and repairs.

"Getting basic data was an arduous task," said Denice Ross, director of enterprise information for the city of New

Orleans.

Federal agencies struggled to provide useful information about floodplains and levee engineering in time. Meanwhile,

detailed housing records, sewer maps and electrical routing plans came with usage and sharing restrictions. Cleanup

and relief crews were especially interested in land parcel data, but those numbers also came with strings attached.

"There was no culture of open data in the local government, so not surprisingly, a bootleg copy of this parcel layer hit the

streets," Ross said at the White House yesterday at a launch event for the administration's Climate Data Initiative. "In the

absence of government data, the citizens of New Orleans started collecting data themselves."

This ad hoc network exposed many of the flaws in disaster response, especially in sharing information about

infrastructure and climate. The Climate Data Initiative is the latest attempt to bridge this chasm, offering federal flooding,

environmental and infrastructure data to the public to improve resiliency to climate change (see related story).

The effort follows a string of open data programs from the Obama administration over the past three years, including the

release of numbers on energy, as well as climate change and health (ClimateWire, May 23, 2013).

Hackathons: the newest thing in adaptation

This time, the White House roped in the private sector to support the program, securing computing resources, technical

expertise and funding grants from tech stalwarts including Microsoft Corp., Intel Corp. and Google Inc.

"The quantity and variety of data the White House is making available is tremendous," said Stephen Harper, global

director for environment and energy policy at Intel.

NASA and NOAA are teaming up to run the climate.data.gov website, which will focus on coastal flooding and sea-level

rise at the outset before branching to other aspects of climate change. The U.S. Geological Survey, Department of

Homeland Security, Department of Defense and National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency are releasing data sets on

geography and infrastructure like roads, bridges and tunnels.

Harper said Intel will sponsor hackathons -- competitive endurance software coding sessions -- to come up with useful

ways to translate this national-level information into chunks that small communities can use to make decisions. The first

climate data hackathons will take place in San Jose, in New Orleans and along the Chesapeake Bay, drawing on local

programmers to solve regional problems.

"The hackathon model has proven to be very productive and creative," he said. "Secondly, in each of the locations, part of

the objective is to get people in the local communities more involved."

Intel has sponsored hackathons in the past to tackle other challenges and even invested in companies that emerged

from past events. The Department of Energy has also used hackathons to come up with clever apps to nudge people to

use energy more efficiently (ClimateWire, Oct. 24, 2012).

With the Climate Data Initiative, advocacy groups are hoping to channel this creativity to protect ecosystems and

infrastructure, drawing on donated resources. "Having big data sets is a great opportunity to help improve your targeting,

but if you don't have the resources to use them effectively, they won't go as far as they can," said Jeffrey Allenby, director of

conservation innovation with the Chesapeake Conservancy, a conservation group that is teaming up with Intel to organize

a climate hackathon.

Data communication 'fundamental' to climate protection
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Data communication 'fundamental' to climate protection

To this end, tech companies are offering some of their best assets. "One thing we have is a lot of computers," said

Rebecca Moore, head of the Google Earth Outreach program. "We can store a lot of data and do a lot of number

crunching."

Google has committed to providing 50 million computing hours as well as 1 petabyte (1,000 terabytes) of online storage.

CartoDB, a data visualization firm, will furnish grants up to $3,500 to develop climate impact tools to deal with flooding,

drought and heat waves. Esri, a software company, will open up some of its mapping tools to the public and award a

$10,000 prize to the best climate resiliency app in July. Microsoft Research is offering 40 awards for 180,000 hours of

computing time and 20 terabytes of cloud storage for one year.

"We are looking for projects that use our cloud as a platform to build new climate data analysis and sharing tools," said

Dennis Gannon, director of cloud research strategy at Microsoft Research, in an email. "We want to make the results of

climate science clearly visible to decision makers and the public."

The committed companies cited several reasons for proffering their resources to the Climate Data Initiative, including

corporate responsibility, ongoing collaborations with scientists and a chance to test some of their tools in the real world.

"It's been largely motivated from our understanding that data communication is really fundamental to telling the story of

environmental change and climate change," said Andrew Hill, a senior scientist at CartoDB.

"When we saw this, it spoke to us from the heart," said Christopher Thomas, director of government markets at Esri. "The

entire company has revolved around this topic of discussion for decades."

Thomas added that the new batch of data is critical to adapting to climate change, provided that communities across the

country can draw practical custom solutions from this information and act on them.

"The federal government can put out policies, but it's really going to be local ownership of people working on these

problems that are going to make the biggest impact," he said. "Your best measure of success is when you see the work

that you've done coming back at you in terms of uptake."
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